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Since the ban on the use of antibiotics to promote growth in animal production in 2006, there has been a growing interest in alternative feed additives for animal production. Postbiotics, which have been utilized for this purpose in recent years, are highly promising feed additives that substitute banned substances like antibiotics. In recent years, there have been numerous studies on the utilization of postbiotics in ruminant animal nutrition. This article includes the definition of postbiotics, their properties, methods of obtaining them, and their potential applications in ruminant animal nutrition and health.
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Introduction

Since the ban on the use of antibiotics to promote growth in animal production in 2006, there has been a growing interest in alternative feed additives for animal production. According to the European Commission, feed additives are products used in animal nutrition to enhance the quality of feed and food of animal origin, as well as to improve the productivity and health of animals that consume them (Szuba-Trznadel & Rzasa, 2023). Postbiotics used for this purpose in recent years are very promising feed additives, replacing banned substances such as antibiotics (Sharma et al., 2020).

In recent years, new terms related to biotics have gained attention, including probiotics and postbiotics. Postbiotics are defined as non-living biological by-products that are beneficial to the host. Postbiotics are soluble factors that are secreted by living microorganisms or formed after cellular lysis, and they benefit the host organism. These factors are commonly known as microbial products or metabolic byproducts. Bioactive compounds produced by microorganisms during fermentation include microbial cells, cell components, and metabolites found in postbiotics (Gökirmaklı et al., 2021). This term can elicit biological reactions by signaling to various organs and tissues within the host organism.

Postbiotics are a dependable alternative feed additive due to their inclusion of diverse signaling molecules with immunomodulatory (regulating immune system responses), anti-inflammatory, anti-obesity, anti-hypertensive, hypocholesterolemic, antiproliferative (inhibiting cell proliferation), and antioxidant properties (Nakamura et al., 2012). Additionally, they can maintain stability in the gastrointestinal system. In addition, it is a highly beneficial feed additive because it has no toxic effects, a longer storage period compared to probiotics, and is resistant to enzymes (Gökirmaklı et al., 2021).

In the field of ruminant nutrition, numerous studies have reported immunomodulatory, anti-inflammatory, antioxidant, and antibacterial effects, as well as improved blood metabolites, rumen and intestinal health in general. The impact of postbiotic utilization in monogastric animals (such as broilers, laying hens, and piglets) is comparable to that in ruminants (Izuddin et al., 2020). This review discusses the effects of postbiotics on ruminant nutrition and health.
Postbiotic Sources

Cell wall components and cytoplasmic extracts of various bacteria, particularly Lactobacillus species such as L. acidophilus, L. casei, L. fermentum, L. rhamnosus, L. paracasei, and L. delbrueckii subsp. Bulgaricus, L. reuteri, and L. sakei are utilized as postbiotics for both humans and animals (Sevin et al., 2021). Furthermore, Bifidobacterium species, Faecalibacterium prausnitzii, and Bacillus coagulans have demonstrated postbiotic properties. Lactobacillus plantarum strains, either alone or in combination, are the most prevalent producers of postbiotics (Sharma et al., 2020). L. plantarum strains have demonstrated activity in rats, pigs, broiler chickens, laying hens, ruminants, and humans (Sharma et al., 2020). Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a type of yeast, has been utilized for anaerobic fermentation in a controlled environment and for producing metabolites following the dehydration of the liquid (Coleman et al., 2023; Thomas et al., 2023). In addition, metabolites obtained after fermentation with a fungal strain of Aspergillus oryzae have also been utilized as postbiotics (Kaufman et al., 2021; Rius et al., 2022).

Methods of Obtaining Postbiotics

Postbiotics can be obtained from components of microbial cells and metabolic by-products resulting from microbial activities on a nutrient matrix (Barros et al., 2020). Postbiotic production occurs in three stages. The first stage of postbiotic production involves cell disruption. For this purpose, various methods are employed including heat treatment (at temperatures such as 95°C, 100°C, etc.), high-pressure processing, enzymatic treatment (using lysozyme/mutanolysin), co-cultivation (with Saccharomyces cerevisiae), solvent extraction (using ethyl ether; n-butanol extraction for lipoteichoic acid), chemical processes (such as formalin treatment; ethanol-potassium hydroxide solution), and sonication (at power levels such as 50 W, 300 W) (Dinic et al., 2017; Moradi et al., 2021; Thorakkattu et al., 2022; Coleman et al., 2023; Thomas et al., 2023). Among these methods, the most common are heat treatment and sonication (Shin et al., 2010; Sharma et al., 2011; Tiptiri-Kourpeti et al., 2016; Thorakkattu et al., 2022). However, improper solvent extraction and chemical processes during cell disruption can lead to a decrease in postbiotic activity or some volatile components.

The second stage of postbiotic production is the extraction and purification of the cells. The methods used in this sense are centrifugation, dialysis, filtration and column purification (Izuddin et al., 2019b; Thorakkattu et al., 2022). Among these extraction and purification methods, centrifugation is the most common and cost-effective (Thorakkattu et al., 2022).

For ease of use and storage of postbiotics, it is recommended to subject them to lyophilization and spray drying processes after extraction. Lyophilization aids in the removal of volatile metabolites such as hydrogen peroxide, responsible for antimicrobial activity (Prado et al., 2000), while spray drying helps eliminate volatile metabolites such as ethanol (Hartman et al., 2011).

Effects of Postbiotics on Ruminant Nutrition

The Effects of Postbiotics on Rumen Health
Postbiotics added to the ration of ruminants have various effects, including increasing digestive efficiency, improving fermentation, maintaining acid balance, strengthening the immune system, and increasing methane production (Izuddin et al., 2019a; Izuddin et al., 2020).

According to recent studies, the addition of postbiotics to in vitro rumen fermentation does not cause any change in rumen fluid pH, unlike probiotics (Vosooghi-Poosttindo et al., 2014; Izuddin et al., 2019b). The lack of changes in rumen pH may indicate that the rumen environment has adapted and is regulated to the presence of lactic acid resulting from the addition of postbiotics to the diet. Furthermore, the breakdown of dietary protein and non-protein nitrogen by rumen microorganisms, along with the addition of postbiotics, leads to an increase in ruminal NH₃-N levels by elevating the concentration of ammonia in the rumen. At the same time, in vitro rumen fermentation results in an increase in the concentration of total and individual unsaturated fatty acids (UFAs) such as acetic, propionic, and butyric (Izuddin et al., 2019b). However, in a living organism, the introduction of postbiotics only elevates the level of propionic acid, similar to the introduction of probiotics. This is attributed to the elevated levels of lactic acid found in postbiotics and the conversion of lactic acid into propionic acid by bacteria, such as Propionibacterium spp., that utilize lactic acid (Izuddin et al., 2019a). Increased propionic synthesis reduces the availability of H₂ by decreasing methane formation and increasing energy intake from the diet. Correspondingly, methane production decreases as a result of a reduced population of ruminal methanogens (Jeyanathan et al., 2014; Izuddin et al., 2019a). In addition, when postbiotics are added to in vitro rumen fermentation, the total bacteria, R. albus, and total protozoa populations are not affected, while the population of cellulolytic bacteria such as F. succinogenes and R. flavefaciens increases (Izuddin et al., 2019b). An increased population of cellulolytic bacteria leads to improved digestion of dry matter (DM) and neutral detergent fiber (NDF) in the feed (Izuddin et al., 2019a). In addition, post-weaning administration of postbiotics increases the number of binding proteins in the rumen epithelium that regulate ruminal barrier function, such as TJP (Tight junction protein), OCLD (Occludin), CLDN1 (Claudin 1), and CLDN2 (Claudin 2) (Izuddin et al., 2020).

Effects of Postbiotics on Intestinal Health
Postbiotics enhance intestinal health by reducing inflammation, regulating intestinal permeability, regulating intestinal flora, and aiding in digestive problems (Ji et al., 2023).

Recent research suggests that the inclusion of postbiotics into the ration results in an enlargement and improved structure of rumen papillae (Izuddin et al., 2019b). This increase in rumen papillae dimensions, facilitated by postbiotics, stimulates the production of UFAs, especially butyric acid, in the rumen. The increased production of UFAs contributes to enhanced microbial fermentation.
The observed increase in the size and structure of rumen papillae indicates morphological development of the epithelium. The enlargement of papillae dimensions increases the surface area of these structures, thereby enhancing nutrient absorption and facilitating the adhesion of microorganisms to the rumen wall (Shazali et al., 2014). Importantly, these effects are specific to the rumen and do not affect intestinal villi. The lack of a postbiotic effect on the intestinal villi of ruminants may be due to interactions or modifications of postbiotics in the ruminant's stomach, which may not affect intestinal morphology.

Furthermore, the inclusion of postbiotics in the diet does not impact the overall populations of bacteria, lactic acid bacteria (LAB), or *E. coli* in the small intestine; however, it does result in a decrease in the *Enterobacteriaceae* population (Izuddin et al., 2019b). The reduction in the *Enterobacteriaceae* population may be linked to the activation of the mucosal immune system in the intestine, aiding in the removal of pathogenic bacteria as part of mucosal immunity (Izuddin et al., 2019b).

In a study conducted by Rius et al. (2022), it was observed that administering postbiotics to heat-stressed calves helped reduce the increased permeability of the small intestine. This suggests that such an application could improve water absorption and subsequently enhance intestinal functionality.

**Effects of Postbiotics on Milk Yield and Milk Composition**

In the field of ruminant nutrition, postbiotics are known to have a positive effects on milk yield and composition (Izuddin et al., 2019b). Postbiotics can enhance milk yield by improving digestive system health and nutrient absorption. They can also increase milk production by reducing stress levels in animals. Postbiotics can significantly increase not only milk yield but also milk components such as milk fat, protein, lactose, and calcium (Izuddin et al., 2019b).

In a particular study, the addition of postbiotics derived from *lactobacilli* in the rations of lactating cows led to a notable increase in milk yield, fat-corrected milk yield, and actual protein levels (Fernandez et al., 2023). In addition to these changes, a decrease in milk urea and N-NH₃ levels can also be observed. Another study demonstrated that supplementing the diets of lactating dairy cows with *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* postbiotics not only increased milk yield but also elevated milk components (Poppy et al., 2012; Coleman et al., 2023; Thomas et al., 2023).

In ruminant animal nutrition, postbiotics have been found to possess properties such as strengthening the immune system, reducing inflammation, acting as antioxidants, fighting bacteria, and improving rumen and intestinal health. Due to these properties, postbiotics are considered potential alternatives to antibiotics. However, there is a limited amount of research on their use in ruminant nutrition. If the various mechanisms of action of postbiotics are fully elucidated, their effects on the host organism will be completely revealed. The use of postbiotics as a substitute for antibiotics in ruminant nutrition offers potential for research and commercialization.

**Effects of Postbiotics on Ruminant Health**

**Effects of Postbiotics on the Immune System**

Just like probiotics, which play a crucial role in regulating the immune system and host health, postbiotics, the by-products of probiotics, are reported to have positive effects on the immune system (Sak & Soykut, 2021). One of the most significant positive effects of postbiotics is their immunomodulatory properties (Szuba-Trznadel & Rzasa, 2023).

The antigen binds to receptors on the surface of effector cells, such as macrophages, neutrophils, T and B lymphocytes, and monocytes, and stimulates the immune response after the completion of the recognition and activation stages. The activated immune cells produce cytokines, which are a type of cell hormone or pro-inflammatory mediator responsible for their reproduction and proliferation. One of the cytokines, interleukin 1 (IL-1), plays a crucial role in the immune response by activating macrophages, converting T lymphocytes, and secreting other interleukins. If antigens, such as pathogenic microorganisms, are present in the environment, stimulated macrophages will recognize them and initiate a cellular response. In addition, T lymphocytes exert a cytotoxic effect by capturing and neutralizing various toxins. As a result, B lymphocytes stimulate the immune system by initiating humoral immunity and producing antibodies (Davis et al., 2004; Broadway et al., 2015; Naqid et al., 2015; Roselli et al., 2017). In light of this information, lipoteichoic acid derived from bacteria can stimulate the immune system and prevent the excessive response of effector cells. It can also enhance digestion by aiding in the regeneration of the mucosa and intestinal walls (Martyniak et al., 2021). Postbiotics exhibit immunomodulatory effects by participating in these physiological processes.

Several studies have reported immunomodulatory effects of postbiotics in ruminants, humans, and other animal species. The inclusion of postbiotics in the diet in response to the stress caused by premature weaning in ruminants promotes papillae development, reduces the requirement for increased mucosal antibody and antimicrobial peptide production, lowers the intestinal population of pathogens, and diminishes the immune response needed to defend against pathogens. It also increases the production of IL-6 and decreases the production of IL-1β, IL-10, and TNF (Tumour necrosis factor) in the jejunum mucosa. Furthermore, regulating the intestinal barrier contributes to the overall health and integrity of the intestinal mucosa (Izuddin et al., 2019a).

**Anti-inflammatory effects of Postbiotics**

Postbiotics exert anti-inflammatory effects by regulating the production of cytokines secreted by cells in the intestinal mucosa. This leads to a decrease in inflammatory cytokines (molecules associated with inflammation) and an increase in anti-inflammatory cytokines, which helps to control inflammation in the gut.

Elevated levels of lymphocytes, basophils, and neutrophils in the body are closely linked to inflammation as a response to infection.
Neutrophils are a component of the innate immune system and are immune cells that combat pathogens through phagocytosis (Lee et al., 2003; Rosales, 2018). The rise in lymphocytes and basophils stimulates T and B cells, which are essential for the production of immune substances. T cells play a crucial role in recognizing macrophages and enhancing phagocytosis activity, while cytotoxic T cells effectively eliminate infected cells (Coleman et al., 2023). Although basophils do not phagocytose, they play a role in initiating T2-mediated immunity and regulating innate immunity (Sokol & Medzhitov, 2010). Blood platelets play a crucial role in hemostasis, inflammation, and tissue repair (Jenne & Kubes, 2015; Sonmez & Sonmez, 2017). Platelets are involved in antimicrobial host defense and the promotion of inflammation. In cases of infection or inflammation, platelets facilitate the clearance of pathogens by increasing the inflammatory reaction (Klinger & Jelkmann, 2002).

In studies, the anti-inflammatory effect in ruminants varies based on the quantity and duration of postbiotic administration. Long-term administration of postbiotics in lambs reduces leukocyte and platelet levels, supporting the development of an anti-inflammatory response to infection and inflammation in lambs (Izuddin et al., 2019b). Short-term supplementation with postbiotics does not demonstrate any anti-inflammatory effect (Coleman et al., 2023).

Antioxidant Effects of Postbiotics

Postbiotics may help reduce oxidative stress and oxidative DNA damage by neutralizing free radicals in the body and increasing the activity of antioxidant enzymes, especially catalase, superoxide dismutase (SOD), and glutathione peroxidase (GPx).

The generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and oxygen-centered free radicals occurs as by-products of biochemical and physiological processes (Thibessard et al., 2004; Lin et al., 2018). Elevated ROS levels, stemming from increased production of oxidant species or decreased activity of the antioxidant system, can contribute to the oxidative stress observed in various diseases affecting both humans and animals (Lombardi et al., 2017). In progressive cases, excessive formation and accumulation of ROS can lead to tissue destruction initially and then to organ failure (Hallwell & Gutteridge, 1984; Izuddin et al., 2019b).

Recent studies suggest that administering postbiotics to ruminants can positively affect antioxidant enzymes, increasing in glutathione peroxidase (GPx) concentration (Izuddin et al., 2020) and a decrease in Mg and FRAP (Ferric Reducing Antioxidant Power) levels (Aghebati-Maleki et al., 2022; Coleman et al., 2023). These positive effects are thought to be due to the production of exopolysaccharides, lipoteichoic acid, and cell surface proteins, which are by-products of probiotics (Markov et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2018; Pan & Mei, 2010; Yi et al., 2009).

Anti-bacterial Effects of Postbiotics

Postbiotics exhibit antibacterial effects by reducing the pH levels of the environment, creating an acidic environment, generating antimicrobial compounds known as bacteriocins, and depleting the nutrients necessary for the growth and reproduction of pathogenic bacteria (Sevin et al., 2021). In addition, some postbiotics can show direct antibacterial effects by competitively binding to receptors required by pathogens by lining the intestinal barrier (Humam et al., 2021).

Postbiotics exhibit antibacterial effects that vary depending on the probiotic strain used to produce them, the specific target bacteria (Gram-positive bacteria are more resistant to postbiotic compounds than Gram-negative bacteria), and the concentration of the postbiotic (Moradi et al., 2019). Previous studies have shown that postbiotics derived from bacteria of Lactococcus and Lactobacillus species exhibit antibacterial properties against pathogens that cause mastitis in ruminants (Bouchard et al., 2013; 2015 Malvisi et al., 2016; Pellegrino et al., 2019). Furthermore, there was a variable susceptibility to cell-free supernatant observed among strains of S. uberis and Enterococcus faecalis. S. agalactiae, S. uberis, and E. faecalis exhibited high MIC (Minimal inhibitory concentration) values. In vitro studies have also shown that postbiotics derived from Lactobacillus plantarum act as inhibitory agents, effectively reducing the adhesion and invasive abilities of Listeria monocytogenes (Moradi et al., 2019).

Effects of Postbiotics on Blood Metabolites

Postbiotics added to ruminant diets can lead to changes in blood parameters, which depend on the type of probiotic-effective microorganism used and the duration of their administration.

While postbiotics may vary based on nutrient digestibility and nitrogen utilization capacity in the rumen, they have been found to increase blood total protein and BUN (Blood Urea Nitrogen) levels with long-term use. They also increase blood glucose levels by promoting the production and absorption of propionic acid, which is a precursor of glucose, leading to increased glucose production. Furthermore, postbiotics do not alter serum triglyceride and cholesterol levels, as they do not affect on the digestibility of crude fat or the absorption of fat digestion products in the small intestine (Izuddin et al., 2019a). When probiotic microorganisms are used in fermentation to produce a product added to the ration, it has been observed that levels of creatinine, AST (Aspartate transaminase), cholesterol, glucose, and GGT (Gamma-glutamyl transferase) in the blood increase (Coleman et al., 2023). It also significantly increases blood NEFA (Non-esterified fatty acids) concentration by regulating energy metabolism and stimulating glycogenolysis, endogenous glucose production, and hepatic glucose output through increased secretion of catabolic stress hormones (Rius et al., 2022).

In ruminant nutrition, incorporating postbiotics into rations leads to significant increases in the production and absorption of propionic acid and glucose, thereby regulating negative energy balance during the transition period. Nevertheless, they may also exhibit ketogenic properties due to the increase in NEFA levels (Tekce & Güllü, 2014).

Conclusions

Postbiotics refer to the metabolites and cell wall components that are secreted by living bacteria or released after bacterial degradation. Ruminant nutrition benefits from adding postbiotics to rations, boosting propionic acid and glucose production and absorption, aiding energy balance during transition periods. In the field of ruminant health, postbiotics have garnered attention due to their potential to modulate the immune system, reduce inflammation, act as...
antioxidants, and exhibit antibacterial effects. However, a more comprehensive understanding of their nutritional and health effects necessitates further studies.
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